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SUMMARY

Journaling file systems, which are widely used in modern operating systems, guarantee file system
consistency and data integrity by logging file system updates to a journal, which is a reserved space on
the storage, before the updates are written to the data storage. Such journal writes increase the write
traffic to the storage and thus degrade the file system performance, especially in full data journaling,
which logs both metadata and data updates. In this paper, a new journaling approach is proposed to
eliminate journal writes in server virtualization environments, which are gaining in popularity in server
platforms. Based on reliable hardware subsystems and virtual machine monitor (VMM), the proposed
approach eliminates journal writes by retaining journal data (i.e. logged file system updates) in the memory
of each virtual machine and ensuring the integrity of these journal data through cooperation between
the journaling file systems and the VMM. We implement the proposed approach in Linux ext3 in the
Xen virtualization environment. According to the performance results, a performance improvement of
up to 50.9% is achieved over the full data journaling approach of ext3 due to journal write elimination.
In metadata-write dominated workloads, this approach could even outperform the metadata journaling
approaches of ext3, which do not guarantee data integrity. These results demonstrate that, on virtual
servers with reliable VMM and hardware subsystems, the proposed approach is an effective alternative
to traditional journaling approaches. Copyright q 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

File system consistency and data integrity are the most critical issues for file system design. When
a system crashes, partially flushed file operations may lead to file system inconsistency and file
data corruption. Journaling file systems address this problem based on the concept of Write-Ahead
Logging (WAL) [1]. Specifically, a journaling file system logs the file system updates to a journal
area, or simply a journal, before they are written to the data storage. As a consequence, the file
system can be efficiently brought back to a consistent state by replaying the journal data (i.e. data
in the journal area). Because of the efficient recovery, journaling file systems, such as ext3 [2],
ReiserFS, XFS, JFS and NTFS, are widely used in modern operating systems.

Generally, two kinds of journaling approaches are supported in commodity journaling file
systems: metadata journaling and full data journaling. Unlike metadata journaling that ensures
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only file system consistency, full data journaling guarantees file system consistency as well as
data integrity by logging both data and metadata updates. Although data integrity has become
a critical issue in recent file systems [3, 4], the high overhead of full data journaling restricts it
from being a commonly used approach. Specifically, journaling all the data and metadata updates
doubles the write traffic to the storage and thus degrades the file system performance under most
workloads [5, 6].

In this paper, we propose a new journaling approach called Virtual Machine Aware jour-
naling (VMA journaling) that supports full data journaling while eliminating all the journal writes
(i.e. writes to the on-storage journal area) in virtual server environments, which are gaining in popu-
larity in server platforms. In the recent years, virtual machines have been broadly used in server
consolidation, disaster recovery, software testing, security and storage management. According to
International Data Corporation (IDC), in 2008, there were more shipments of servers based on
virtual machines than those based on physical machines, and the ratio will reach 1.5 in 2013 [7].
Moreover, previous studies have suggested running operating systems and applications on virtual
machines to enhance security, mobility and reliability [8, 9]. In a virtual server environment with
reliable VMM and hardware subsystems, VMA journaling provides superior file system perfor-
mance with similar level of data integrity and consistency when compared with traditional full
data journaling. This is achieved by allowing cooperation between the journaling file systems and
the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) [10, 11], which is a thin software layer running underneath
the virtual machines and emulating the hardware interface to the guest operating systems (i.e. the
operating systems running in the virtual machines). Unlike traditional journaling approaches,
which write journal data to the on-storage journal area, VMA journaling retains journal data in
the memory of the virtual machine and stores the information for locating these data (called the
journal information) in the VMM. As a consequence, journal writes are eliminated. In addition,
the memory overhead is not significant since only the metadata for locating the journal data are
maintained in the VMM memory. Moreover, page protection is used to prevent wild writes from
corrupting the journal data.

VMA journaling targets at virtual server platforms with reliable VMM and hardware subsystems.
Specifically, VMA journaling is based on the following two assumptions. First, hardware errors do
not lead to loss of critical data. This assumption is similar to the one made in traditional journaling
file systems that no faults in the storage subsystem lead to data loss [12]. Hardware subsystems are
usually reliable in server platforms due to redundancy-based techniques, such as redundant power,
memory mirroring, RAID, or error detection/handling mechanisms in modern architectures. For
example, power outages can easily be addressed by battery backup components (e.g. UPS). When
power outages occur, VMM can be notified to start the regular shutdown procedure, including
flushing critical information back to the storage. As another example, many modern architectures,
especially those that target server platforms, such as the Intel Xeon processor 7500 series, support
RAS (reliability, availability and serviceability) features [13]. In these architectures, malfunctions
of hardware components can be detected or handled by the hardware. CPU malfunction can
be detected by the machine check exception [14] and handled in the VMM by CPU offline.
Memory errors can also be handled by error correction techniques or memory mirroring [15, 16].
Furthermore, uncorrectable memory errors are usually preceded by correctable errors [17]. Thus,
VMM can proactively move critical information out of a memory area when correctable memory
errors have been detected in that area, further reducing the probability of losing critical information
due to uncorrectable memory errors. Support of RAS features has been included in many VMMs,
such as VMware ESX server and Xen [18].

Second, sudden VMM crashes do not occur. This assumption is supported by the low complexity
of a VMM. Many VMMs, such as OKL4, NOVA, Hyper-V, have similar architecture with micro-
kernel or were designed based on the concept of microkernel [19–23], which exposes a narrow
interface and has a small code size. Complicated or error-prone operating system components,
such as network protocol stacks, file systems and drivers, are moved out of the kernel to achieve
higher reliability. For example, moving device drivers, which are known to be the primary source
of bugs that lead to system failure [24], out of the VMM greatly helps to reduce the risk of VMM
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crashes. As indicated by a previous study [19], the similarity between microkernels and VMMs are
growing. Research efforts are made to reduce the code sizes of VMMs [23, 25] while microkernels
are increasingly used as VMMs [19, 26]. This previous study also shows that the requirements
of both a microkernel and a VMM can be met with a single implementation. In addition, hard-
ware vendors such as Intel and AMD also contribute to the reduction of VMM complexity by
providing hardware-supported virtualization technologies [27, 28]. The low complexity of VMMs
allows them to be verified or secured easily. Recently, a micro-kernel seL4 [29], which can be
used directly as a VMM [30], has been proved functionally correct by formal verification, meaning
that the kernel never crashes, falls into unknown states or performs unsafe operations. There-
fore, bug-free VMMs are currently technically feasible [31]. Since the reliability and security of
VMMs are increasingly being addressed [23, 25, 32], we expect more VMMs to be verified in the
future.

Although VMMs can be made reliable, the high complexity of full-blown operating systems
prevents them from being verified as correct [24]. For example, Linux 2.6.29 has about 7 million
SLOC (source lines of C), making the verification nearly impossible currently or in the foreseeable
future. Therefore, virtual machine crashes still occur. For example, buggy device drivers, malicious
viruses or network attacks can crash a virtual machine. VMA journaling aims to ensure file system
consistency and data integrity in the case of virtual machine crashes. The journal data remain intact
during a virtual machine crash since we retain the physical memory of the crashed virtual machine
temporarily (before a complete flush of the journal data) and use page protection to prevent wild
writes to the journal data. Since the integrity of the journal data/information is maintained, file
system recovery can be achieved after virtual machine crashes.

We have implemented VMA journaling on the ext3 file system as a loadable module in Linux
and modified Xen, an open-source VMM, to support VMA journaling. The current implementation
adds less than 600 lines of C code into the Xen VMM and hence does not cause a noticeable
increase in the complexity of the VMM. Moreover, the proposed journaling interface allows other
journaling file systems to enjoy the benefits of VMA journaling without much effort. According
to the performance results, VMA journaling achieves a performance improvement of up to 50.9%
when compared with the full data journaling approach of ext3. In workloads dominated by metadata
writes, VMA journaling even shows performance superior to the metadata journaling approaches
of ext3, which do not guarantee data integrity. Moreover, a 45.6% reduction in recovery time is
achieved when compared with the full data journaling approach of ext3, and the memory overhead
of VMA journaling is not significant.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to virtual
machines and journaling file systems. Sections 3 and 4 describe the design and implementation of
VMA journaling, respectively. Section 5 shows the performance results, which are followed by the
discussion in Section 6. Finally, the related work and conclusions are given in Sections 7 and 8,
respectively.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Virtual machines

Virtualization technology allows multiple isolated virtual machines to run concurrently in one
physical machine, sharing the resources of that physical machine. Each virtual machine is supported
by the VMM, a thin software layer running underneath the virtual machine. A virtual machine
is also called a guest domain, or simply a domain, and the operating system running in a virtual
machine is called a guest operating system. Generally, VMM can run on an operating system or
an bare hardware. In this paper, we focus on the VMM running directly on bare hardware, which
provides better performance and is commonly used in server environments.

VMM emulates the hardware interface and provides virtual computing resources, such as virtual
CPU, memory and disk, to the guest operating systems running on the virtual machines. Virtual
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disks are usually implemented in the form of partitions or image files on the physical storage.
The guest operating systems can utilize their preferred file systems to manage the virtual disks.
Note that, strong isolation is supported among the virtual machines, so that a virtual machine crash
cannot corrupt the other virtual machines or the VMM.

2.2. Journaling file systems

Journaling file systems adopt the concept of WAL to maintain file system consistency. In-memory
file system updates are grouped into a transaction and then committed into the journal area, which
is a reserved space on the storage, before they are flushed to the data area of the storage. When a
system crashes, the file system can be efficiently brought back to a consistent state by replaying
the journal data (i.e. data in the journal area).

Generally, journal commit occurs when the size of the current transaction exceeds the Maximum
Transaction Size (MTS), a threshold defined by the file system. A larger value for the MTS
threshold results in less frequent journal writes but may cause more data updates to be lost. By
contrast, a smaller value for the threshold results in losing fewer data updates but incurs more
frequent journal writes. Moreover, journal commit is also done periodically to ensure that each
update will be committed to the journal area in a limited time. There are two common methods
for journal commit. One is to write only the modified bytes into the journal area, called logical
journaling, while the other is to write the complete blocks that contain the modified bytes into
the journal area, called physical journaling. In this paper, we assume that physical journaling
is used since the proposed technique is implemented in ext3, a file system that uses physical
journaling.

To reclaim the space of the journal area, a checkpoint procedure has to be invoked to ensure
that all the data updates corresponding to the to-be-reclaimed journal data have been flushed to
the data area. The procedure checks the transactions in the journal area, flushes all the corre-
sponding data that has not yet been written to the data area (i.e. the dirty buffers belonging to the
transactions) and then reclaims the space used by those transactions until enough space has been
reclaimed.

Many journaling file systems support more than one journaling modes with different performance
and consistency strengths. For example, both ext3 and ReiserFS support three journaling modes:
writeback, ordered and journal modes. The differences among these modes are the content in the
journal area and the flush order of the data.

Both writeback and ordered modes log only metadata and therefore do not ensure data integrity.
In the writeback mode, data are exposed to the buffer flushing threads of the operating system
immediately after each file operation, and metadata are exposed after each journal commit. Since no
flushing order is enforced in the writeback mode, metadata may be flushed back to the data storage
before the associated data, causing the dangling pointer problem. Therefore, this mode is generally
regarded as having the weakest consistency semantic among the three modes. In addition to ext3
and ReiserFS, the writeback mode is also supported by JFS and XFS. The ordered mode solves
the dangling pointer problem by ensuring that the updated data are flushed back to the storage
before the commit of the associated metadata. During a commit, dirty data buffers corresponding
to the to-be-committed metadata are flushed to the data storage before the latter have been written
to the journal area. Although the strict flushing order provides strong consistency semantic, the
ordered mode does not guarantee data integrity since the data updates are not journaled, as in the
writeback mode. For example, a system crash during the update of an in-file record could lead to
an unrecoverable corruption of that record.

The journal mode supports full data journaling, that is, it logs both data and metadata and thus
guarantees both file system consistency and data integrity. All the data and metadata updates are
committed to the journal area before they are exposed to the buffer flushing threads of the operating
system. However, this mode has inferior performance under most workloads for the following
reasons. First, more writes are required in this mode since all the data and metadata updates have
to be written to the storage twice. Second, journaling the data updates causes the commit and the
checkpoint procedures to be triggered more frequently.
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3. DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design of VMA journaling. Section 3.1 presents the architec-
ture overview. Section 3.2 describes the approach to ensure file system consistency and data
integrity under VMA journaling. Journal data reclamation and file system recovery are described
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

3.1. Architecture of VMA journaling

The major difference between the VMA journaling and traditional journaling approaches is the
method of journal data handling. In order to eliminate journaling writes to the storage, VMA
journaling commits journal information to the VMM instead of the storage. Figure 1 illustrates the
difference between the handling of journal data in the traditional and VMA journaling approaches.
In step 1, both traditional and VMA journaling groups dirty buffers, which reflect metadata and
data updates, into a transaction. Then, the traditional journaling approach commits these dirty
buffers to the on-storage journal area, as shown in step 2 of Figure 1(a). However, VMA journaling
commits the dirty buffers to the journal area residing in the VMM memory instead of the storage,
as shown in step 2 of Figure 1(b). Therefore, no journaling writes to the storage are needed. After
the commit, the guest domain can flush the committed dirty buffers in an asynchronous manner,
as shown in step 3 of Figures 1(a) and (b). When a domain crashes, the information in the journal
area can be used for file system recovery.

One straightforward implementation of the proposed architecture is to move the journal area
from the storage to the VMMmemory. However, such an approach has the following two problems.
First, it consumes a significant amount of VMM memory. A journaling file system usually reserves
a fixed size journal area, typically between 32 and 128MB, to store its journal data. If a VMM
supports 10 virtual machines, each of which has a single journaling file system mounted as VMA
journaling, and each journaling file system requires a 64MB journal area, then the total memory
requirement of the in-VMM journal areas would be 640MB. Reducing the size of each in-VMM
journal area reduces the memory requirement. However, a smaller journal area will be exhausted
more quickly, causing the checkpoint procedure to be triggered more frequently, and thus degrading
the performance [6]. Second, journaling file systems that use full data journaling, such as the
journal mode of ext3, could commit a significant amount of data (including metadata) to the journal
area. In this case, in-VMM journal area would lead to a huge amount of data being transferred
from guest domains to the VMM, degrading the system performance. Moving the journal area
from the storage to the guest domain memory seems to be an alternative. However, this faces a
similar problem since each domain has to reserve a large memory space for the journal area(s),

Figure 1. (a) Traditional journaling vs and (b) VMA journaling.
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causing more frequent memory pressure of the domain, and a large volume of data could be copied
to the journal area when full data journaling is used.

VMA journaling avoids these problems by using a single copy of buffer to represent both the
updated data and the journal data. In contrast to traditional journaling file systems that duplicate
to-be-committed dirty buffers to the journal area, VMA journaling transfers only the information
for locating the buffers to the VMM. Specifically, committing a buffer under VMA journaling
involves transferring only the journal information, i.e. the tuple (memory address, block number)
denoting the machine memory address and the corresponding disk block number of the buffer, to
the VMM. As a result, a single copy of the buffer is used to represent both the updated data and the
journal data. Once a domain crashes, VMA journaling allows the VMM to retain the memory of
the committed dirty buffers, and it flushes the retained buffers back to the storage for maintaining
file system consistency and data integrity.

It should be noted that the memory requirement of the in-VMM journal area is not significant
since only the metadata for locating the journal data is stored in that area. Moreover, instead of
statically reserving a fixed-size memory for each in-VMM journal area, all the memory used by
the journal area is dynamically allocated. When memory pressure occurs in the VMM, the guest
journaling file system that occupies the largest journal area size will be notified to reduce its
journal area.

3.2. Ensuring file system consistency

As mentioned above, VMA journaling records both metadata and data updates. Therefore, just
as in full data journaling, both file system consistency and data integrity are ensured. However,
since the journal data are placed in the guest domain memory, unauthorized modifications to these
data could disrupt the file system consistency and data integrity. For example, unintentional wild
writes in the guest domain kernel might corrupt the journal data, leading the file system to an
unrecoverable state.

To prevent wild writes from modifying the journal data, VMA journaling write-protects the
memory pages of the to-be-committed dirty buffers when committing a transaction. Therefore,
the guest operating system can detect wild writes to the journal data via page faults, and deny
those writes. Note that this approach differs from the synchronous page protection approach
(i.e. unprotecting/protecting the buffer right before/after each buffer update) used in RIO [33], in
two aspects. First, VMA journaling protects the to-be-committed dirty buffers in batch. Synchronous
page protection could easily lead to a large number of switches between the VMM and guest
domains, and thus degrade the system performance, since page protection/unprotection involves
modifying page table entries, which are managed by the VMM. By contrast, batch protection
prevents frequently updated buffers from frequent protection/unprotection, thus resulting in a
much lower overhead. Second, VMA journaling ensures file operation atomicity and data integrity.
Atomicity is achieved by protecting the dirty buffers belonging to a transaction and recording the
corresponding journal information in a single call to the VMM (i.e. a hypercall). VMM ensures
that all or none of the buffers are protected and have their information recorded in the journal area.
Moreover, since both data and metadata are committed atomically in units of a transaction, they
can be used for ensuring data integrity after a domain crash. More detailed discussions between
RIO and VMA journaling are provided in the Related Work.

Unlike a wild write, a write issued from the file system to a protected buffer should be allowed
since the buffer still represents the updated data. Copy-on-write (COW) is used for such a write.
That is, the content of the protected buffer is copied to a free and unprotected buffer, which is
used for satisfying the write. On the next commit, these two buffer copies are merged by write-
protecting the buffer containing the most up-to-date data and freeing the original protected buffer
that contains the stale data. After the merge, a single copy of buffer again represents both the
updated data and the journal data.

Figure 2 shows an example of this process. Before the commit of buffer page A, updates of that
buffer are performed on the buffer page directly, as shown in step 1. At this time, A represents
the updated data. Once A has been committed, as shown in step 2, it represents both the updated
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Figure 2. Example of journal commit and copy-on-write (COW).

data and the journal data. Therefore, it is write-protected to prevent data corruption from wild
writes. In step 3, a further file system update to A triggers the COW operation, which copies
the data of A to a free page A′ and then performs the update on A′. After the page copying, A′
represents the updated data while A still represents the up-to-date journal data. Thus, further file
system updates can be performed on A′ directly. In step 4, A′ is committed and represents both
the up-to-date journal data and the updated data, while A becomes the out-of-date journal data and
can be released. Releasing out-of-date journal data does not compromise file system consistency
since only up-to-date journal data are used for file system recovery.

Note that out-of-date journal data may have been written to the storage before being released
since dirty buffers are exposed to the buffer flushing threads of the operating system when they
are committed (i.e. become the journal data), as in full data journaling of ext3. For example, in
Figure 2, A may have been written to the storage before the commit of A′. However, this does not
compromise file system consistency since the file system can be recovered by writing the up-to-
date journal data to the storage when the domain crashes. For example, in Figure 2, if the domain
crashes right after the commit of A′ (i.e. step 4), the data can be recovered by writing the content
of A′ to the corresponding block of the storage.

3.3. Reclamation of journal data and information

As mentioned before, in VMA journaling, a protected buffer represents both the updated data
and the journal data. Reclamation of the journal data is triggered when the buffer is going to be
reclaimed by the guest operating system, for instance, under memory pressure. When the buffer is
going to be reclaimed, VMA journaling unprotects the buffer and removes the journal information
corresponding to the buffer via a hypercall. After that, the buffer no longer represents the journal
data and can be reclaimed by the guest operating system. Note that file system consistency and data
integrity still remain since a buffer is reclaimed only after its content has been flushed to the
data area.

However, unprotecting each buffer during its reclamation could cause a significant overhead
due to frequent switches between the VMM and guest domains. To reduce the overhead, batch
unprotection is adopted. Specifically, in addition to unprotecting the to-be-reclaimed buffer, VMA
journaling also unprotects all the clean (i.e. non-dirty) and protected buffers in the committed trans-
actions. Since those buffers have had their data flushed to the data area, unprotecting them raises
no file system consistency problems. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode of journal data reclamation.
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reclaim_journal_data (victim page v)    

/* v is a victim buffer page that is going to be reclaimed by the guest OS */ 

1 if v is not protected 

2     return SUCCESS /* v has been unprotected by prior batch unprotection */ 

3 end if 

4 S := {v}      /* S is the set of buffers that need to be unprotected in batch */  

5 L := list of buffers in the committed transactions 

6   for each buffer B in the list L

7       if B is clean and protected  

8   S := S U {B}

9  end if 

10 end for 

11 remove all buffers in S from list L

12 ret : = unprotect all buffers in S and remove the corresponding journal information 

13 return ret

Figure 3. Algorithm of journal data reclamation.

Reclamation of the journal data and information also takes place when the VMM cannot afford
the journal area of the guest domain. When this situation occurs, the checkpoint procedure is
triggered, during which the journal data are written to the data area until the size of the journal area
has been reduced to below a specific threshold. Nevertheless, this situation rarely occurs because
the size of a journal area is quite small in VMA journaling. Specifically, VMA journaling only
stores a journal information tuple for each page protected by it in the journal area and thus the
size of a journal area Sjournal can be expressed by the following equation:

Sjournal=Nprotected ·Stuple+C (1)

where Nprotected denotes the number of pages protected by VMA journaling, Stuple denotes the
size of a journal information tuple and C denotes the size of the data structures used to manage a
journal area. Since Nprotected can never be larger than Npages, the number of pages in the domain,
the following inequality holds:

Nprotected�Npages =Mdomain/Mpage (2)

In (2), Mdomain and Mpage denote the memory sizes of a domain and a page, respectively. Therefore,
from (1) and (2), the following holds:

Sjournal�(Mdomain/Mpage)·Stuple+C (3)

In the current implementation, Stuple and C are 12 and 512 bytes, respectively. Thus, for a
guest domain with 1GB of main memory and 4 kB pages, the maximum size of the journal area
is only about 3MB. Such a small size as well as the eager journal area reclamation resulting
from batch unprotection cause the checkpoint procedure to be rarely triggered in VMA journaling.
Furthermore, we can completely prevent checkpointing by simply reserving 3MB of journal area
for the domain mentioned in the example. The reserved space can be even less than 3MB since
not all of the main memory can be used by the file systems in a domain.

3.4. File system recovery

Similar to traditional journaling approaches, VMA journaling performs recovery by simply
replaying the journal data. In VMA journaling, this is achieved through the cooperation of the
VMM and the system management domain (e.g. domain 0 in the Xen virtualization environment).
Note that, as mentioned in Section 3.2, some journal data may have been flushed to the data area.
File system recovery involves writing the not-yet flushed journal data to the data area to ensure
file system consistency and data integrity.
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When a guest domain crashes, the VMM reclaims all memory pages of the domain except
those containing the journal data (i.e. the protected buffers). Then, the VMM notifies the system
management domain, which wakes up a recovery thread to start the following recovery procedure.
First, for each file system mounted as VMA journaling in the crashed domain, the recovery
procedure issues a query for the total size of the journal data. If the size is zero, the corresponding
file system is consistent and the recovery thread goes on to check the next file system. Otherwise,
the recovery thread prepares a free memory pool of that size for exchanging with pages containing
these journal data. It then issues a hypercall to perform the memory exchange to obtain the journal
data and to retrieve the corresponding journal information from the VMM. After the exchange has
been completed, the recovery thread writes the journal data back to the data area according to the
journal information. The memory exchange is implemented by page remapping. The journal data
are remapped into the system management domain, and the pages in the free memory pool are
remapped into the VMM. After the journal data have been written, the memory containing the
journal data becomes free memory of the system management domain, and the recovery thread
informs the VMM to reclaim the journal information about the file system. Note that a threshold
is set on the maximum size of the free memory pool. If the total size of the journal data is larger
than the threshold, the steps are repeated until all the journal data have been written back. As in
traditional journaling file systems, whole-storage scanning is not required.

Note that writing journal data to the data area can also be done without memory exchanges. For
this, the memory pages containing the journal data can be remapped into the system management
domain, written to the data area and then returned to the VMM. However, memory exchange is
used in the current implementation since it allows the VMM to have the free memory without
waiting for the journal data to be written back to the data storage. The free memory can be used
to serve incoming VMM requests (e.g. creation of a new domain) immediately after the memory
exchange.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented VMA journaling by modifying the Journaling Block Device (JBD) layer and the
journaling-related functions of the ext3 file system (specifically, the journal mode of ext3) in Linux,
resulting in a new journaling mode of ext3, called VMA mode. File system functions that are not
related to journal area management, such as grouping of dirty buffers, block allocation and directory
entry seeking, are intact. This assists in porting VMA journaling to other journaling file systems.
In addition to the modifications in ext3 and JBD, we also augmented the Xen VMM to support
VMA journaling and implemented the recovery procedure in the system management domain of
Xen (i.e. domain 0). Note that the implementation of VMA journaling does not cause a noticeable
increase in the complexity of Xen since only less than 600 lines of C code are added to Xen,
allowing Xen to remain simple and stable. In the following, we describe the implementation details.

4.1. VMA journaling interface

A hypercall interface was implemented to support VMA journaling. Specifically, we added a new
hypercall called VM journal(), which can be used by VMA journaling aware file systems as well
as by the recovery thread to handle the journal data. Table I lists the operations supported by
the hypercall. The LOG OP INIT operation instructs the VMM to initialize a journal area. This
operation is usually invoked during the mount of the file system, and parameters, such as the file
system identifier, block size and device name, are specified upon the invocation of this operation.
Note that the block size parameter is used to ensure that the size of a file system block is equal to
the page size. In the current implementation, we support only file systems with block sizes equal
to the page size. This makes the implementation easier. For example, partial-page writes may need
to be issued by the recovery thread if the block size is smaller than a page.

The LOG OP MPROTECT operation is used to protect and unprotect journal data. Two sets of
buffers can be specified when invoking the operation, the set of buffers that need to be protected
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Table I. Operations supported by the VM journal() hypercall.

Journal operations Description

LOG OP INIT Register guest domain information and initialize a journal area
LOG OP CLEANUP Clean the journal area stored in the VMM
LOG OP MPROTECT Modify protection status of the buffers: for buffers that need to be protected, record

the journal information and protect the buffers; for buffers that need to be unprotected,
un-protect the buffers and remove the corresponding journal information

LOG OP QUERY Retrieve the total size of the journal data of the given file system
LOG OP RECOVER Retrieve journal information from the VMM and exchange the given memory pool

with the journal data

and the set of buffers that need to be unprotected. The LOG OP QUERY operation is invoked by
the recovery thread to retrieve the total size of the journal data corresponding to the given file
system. The LOG OP RECOVER operation is used to perform the memory exchange mentioned in
Section 3.4 and to retrieve the journal information from the VMM. Finally, the LOG OP CLEANUP
operation is used to remove the journal area in the VMM when unmounting the file system or
during the execution of the recovery procedure.

4.2. Write access checking

Before updating a buffer, a journaling file system must invoke its write access checking code to
verify that the buffer is updatable. For example, in ext3, a buffer cannot be updated directly if it
belongs to an older transaction or it is under committing. We extend the write access checking
procedure of ext3 (i.e. the get write access() function) to handle writes to protected buffers.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, COW is used for handling writes to protected buffers. We do not
reuse the COW code of ext3, however, since it requires a pair of extra protection and unprotection
operations for each protected buffer, leading to a larger overhead. Specifically, the COW scheme of
ext3 makes a copy of the buffer and then updates the original copy. Therefore, it has to unprotect
the original copy and protect the new one. To eliminate such overhead, we apply the update on
the new copy instead of the original one, which is achieved by external reference redirection after
buffer copying. That is, the external references to the original buffer are redirected to the new one
so that further updates are performed on the latter. In our work, 13 functions in ext3 were patched
to implement the external reference redirection. Figure 4 illustrates how the code patch works
when the file system modifies a directory entry residing in a protected page, which represents
a buffer and hence is referred by a buffer data pointer (specifically, the b data field of structure
buffer head). In step 1, a pointer dir entry in the file system code refers to the target entry that
needs to be modified. To redirect the dir entry pointer, the patched code saves the page offset k
of the dir entry. In step 2, the content of the protected page is copied to a newly allocated page
(i.e. the cow page) and then the buffer data pointer and the related kernel references such as the
radix tree and the LRU list of the page cache are redirected to the new page. Finally, in step 3,
the new value of the dir entry is obtained by adding the new value of the buffer data pointer and
the offset k. According to Figure 4, steps 1 and 3 require the file system code to be patched. On the
next commit, the original buffer page contains out-of-date data and thus is called the Out-of-Date
Protected (ODP) buffer. All the ODP buffers are useless and they are unprotected and released in
batch.

4.3. Transaction commit and journal data reclamation

The commit procedure of VMA journaling is triggered periodically, upon file system synchroniza-
tion or when the total size of buffers belonging to the current transaction exceeds the MTS. The
MTS and the interval between successive periodic commits are set to 32MB and 5 s, respectively,
in the current implementation, the same as the default setting of ext3 on a disk partition larger
than 4GB.
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Figure 4. Example of external reference redirection.

The commit procedure is as follows. First, the information corresponding to the dirty buffers
in the current transaction is gathered. Second, the LOG OP MPROTECT operation is invoked to
protect these buffers and to unprotect the ODP buffers in batch. Third, all the buffers protected in
the second step are inserted into the tail of the committed buffer list, which will be described later.
Finally, the buffers are exposed to the dirty buffer flushing threads of the guest operating system
so that they can be flushed back to the storage later.

Note that, although the procedure of committing dirty buffers in VMA journaling differs from
that in traditional journaling approaches, the procedures of grouping dirty buffers are the same in
both VMA journaling and traditional journaling approaches. In the current implementation, VMA
journaling reuses the code of the journal mode of ext3 to group dirty buffers corresponding to
metadata and data updates. As a result, porting VMA journaling to other journaling file systems
does not require re-implementing the code of grouping dirty buffers, reducing the porting effort.

As mentioned above, batch unprotection is used for journal data reclamation. Specifically, when
a protected buffer is going to be reclaimed, VMA journaling unprotects the buffer as well as
all the clean buffers in the committed transactions in batch via a single hypercall. Since all the
buffers belonging to the committed transactions are inserted into the committed buffer list, the
clean buffers can be found by simply scanning this list. In order to reduce the scanning time, we
move a buffer to the head of the list when it becomes clean. As a consequence, scanning can be
terminated when a dirty buffer is encountered.

4.4. Journal information management

As mentioned in Section 3.1, all the space required by the in-VMM journal areas is allocated
on demand. Each journaling file system instance has an associated data structure called VMA
journaling control block (VM JCB), which contains the file system and domain-specific data
(e.g. block size, domain identifier, file system identifier) and a hash table of the journal information.
A VM JCB structure is created when the LOG OP INIT operation is invoked (during the mount
of a guest file system with VMA mode) and is removed when the LOG OP CLEANUP operation
is invoked. All the VM JCB structures are chained in a list called JCB list.
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Figure 5. Journal information management.

When the LOG OP MPROTECT operation is invoked, as shown in Figure 5, the VM JCB
structure corresponding to the guest file system is first located according to the given file system
identifier (step 1). Then, the journal information tuples corresponding to the buffers that need to be
protected are inserted into the hash table of the VM JCB structure after the buffers are protected
(step 2). Finally, all the tuples corresponding to the buffers that need to be unprotected are removed
from the hash table (step 3).

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of VMA journaling is evaluated. Section 5.1 describes the experi-
mental environment and the benchmarks used for performance evaluation. Section 5.2 presents the
performance results under these benchmarks. The comparison of the time of file system recovery
is given in Section 5.3. The memory overhead of VMA journaling is presented in Section 5.4.
Section 5.5 demonstrates that the VMA mode ensures data integrity, whereas the metadata jour-
naling modes of ext3 do not. Finally, Section 5.6 presents the code and data sizes of the current
implementation of VMA journaling.

5.1. Experimental environment

Table II shows the machine configuration and the benchmarks used for performance evaluation.
Up to eight guest domains were run on a physical machine, with 128MB of memory allocated in
each domain. In order to prevent system I/O activities from affecting the performance results, two
virtual disks belonging to two separated physical disks were allocated for each domain. The virtual
system disks stored the program images including the operating systems, libraries and benchmarks,
while the virtual data disks stored the data accessed by the benchmarks. Each virtual disk was
made up of a single partition on the corresponding physical disk, and the data access performance
of the virtual data disks was reported.

Three micro-benchmarks, seq write, r nd write and file delete, adopted from filebench [34] and
three macro-benchmarks, postmark [35], untar and kernel compile, were used for performance
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Table II. Experimental environment.

Hardware CPU Pentium 4—3.2GHz
Memory DDRII 2GB
Disks System disk: Western Digital WD800JD-22LS, 80GB

Data disk: Seagate ST336753LW, 1.5K RPM, 36.7GB,
4-ms seek time, 2-ms rotational delay, transfer speed:
63MB/s (avg.)

VMM Xen 2.0.7

Domains Kernel XenoLinux 2.6.11
Memory 128MB for each guest domain

256MB for domain 0
Virtual disks Virtual system disk: 8 GB

Virtual data disk: 4 GB

Micro benchmarks Filebench: seq write, rnd write and file delete

Macro benchmarks Postmark, untar and kernel compile

evaluation. In the seq write benchmark, a single empty file is first created and then has 8 kB
of data appended each time until the file size reaches 600MB. This benchmark is data write
intensive and is used to evaluate the benefit of journal write elimination in VMA journaling. The
rnd write benchmark issues a sequence of 4 kB random writes to a 512MB file until 128MB of
data have been written. This benchmark is used to evaluate the performance of random writes.
The file delete benchmark first allocates 40K files in 100 directories (i.e. the file creation stage)
and then uses 16 threads to delete these files (i.e. the file deletion stage). The file size is set as a
gamma distribution with the median size of 16 kB. Note that since the goal of this benchmark is to
evaluate the performance of file deletion, only the time spent in the file deletion stage is measured.
File deletion causes the operating system to immediately reclaim the buffers containing the file
data, which in turn causes buffer unprotection in VMA journaling. Therefore, this benchmark is
used to measure the performance impact of frequent buffer unprotection. Postmark simulates the
workload of a news or email server. During execution, it creates an initial set of small files and
then applies a number of transactions on those files. Each transaction consists of a create/delete
operation together with a read/append operation. Thus, it is a metadata access dominated and
I/O-intensive workload. In the experiment, the initial file set contains 10K files residing in 200
directories, the file size ranges from 0.5 to 9.8 kB (i.e. the default setting of postmark), and 25 000
transactions are performed. The untar benchmark extracts a Linux source tree (version 2.6.11)
from a bzip2-compressed image. The size of the compressed image is 36MB and the decompressed
source tree includes 17 090 files, ranging from 6 bytes to 853 kbytes, in 1083 directories and the
total size is 231MB. The kernel compile benchmark is a CPU-intensive workload, which builds a
compressed kernel image from the source tree of the Linux kernel (version 2.6.15). The total size
of the object files and the kernel image is about 25MB.

5.2. Performance results

In this section, we present the performance results of the VMA mode and the other journaling
modes of ext3 under the benchmarks. In each experiment, the average execution time (with standard
deviation) of 10 iterations of benchmark execution is reported. In each iteration, various number
of domains were run concurrently, on each of which an instance of the given benchmark was
executed (with cold cache) and the average execution time was recorded. The execution time was
measured by the benchmarks (i.e. filebench or postmark) or the GNU time command. Note that all
the performance evaluations, except for that in Section 5.2.6, were performed on initially empty
virtual disks. Section 5.2.6 shows the results on non-empty virtual disks.

In addition to measuring the performance of all the journaling modes, we also implemented
a modified version of ext3 by directly removing its journal writes and measured the perfor-
mance results of this modified version. Although this modified version cannot ensure file system
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Figure 6. Performance of seq write under concurrent domains.

Figure 7. Performance of rnd write under concurrent domains.

consistency, its performance results can serve as the performance upper bound for all the jour-
naling modes.

5.2.1. Results under micro benchmarks. Figure 6 shows the results of the seq write benchmark
under one to eight concurrent domains. Standard deviations are shown in error bars. The time spent
in buffer protection/unprotection is also shown in the results of the VMA mode. From the figure,
it can be seen that the VMA mode outperforms the journal mode by up to 50.9%, which is due
to the elimination of journal writes. Moreover, VMA mode achieves similar performance with the
metadata journaling modes, which do not guarantee data integrity. For example, in the case of eight
domains, VMA journaling increases the average execution time by only 5 and 3.4% compared to
the writeback and ordered modes, respectively. The major overhead of VMA journaling comes
from the page protection/unprotection. Figure 7 shows the results of the rnd write benchmark.
Similar to the results in Figure 6, the VMAmode outperforms the journal mode (by up to 38%) due
to the elimination of journal writes, and it achieves similar performance with metadata journaling
modes (with only 3.3–9.8% increase in the average execution time). However, the portion of
time spent on page unprotection in the rnd write benchmark is larger than that in the seq write
benchmark. This comes from the slower flushing speed of dirty buffers, which results from the
lower performance of random disk writes when compared with sequential writes. As mentioned
in Section 3.3, the batch unprotection technique of VMA journaling unprotects all the clean and
protected buffers in a single hypercall to reduce the performance impact of switches between the
domains and the VMM. With slower flushing of dirty buffers in the rnd write benchmark, fewer
buffer pages are unprotected in a page unprotection hypercall, increasing the invocation frequency
of that hypercall.
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Figure 8. Performance of file delete under concurrent domains.

Figure 9. Performance of postmark under concurrent domains.

Figure 8 shows the results of the file delete benchmark. As mentioned in Section 5.1, only the
time spent in the file deletion stage is measured. The figure indicates that the VMA mode outper-
forms the journal mode by 10.8–24.6%. Moreover, since the benchmark is dominated by metadata
writes, VMA mode even outperforms the writeback and ordered modes, by up to 16.4%, when the
number of domains is larger than 2. Note that, page unprotection contributes to a relatively large
portion of the execution time in this benchmark. This is because deleting a file triggers immediate
unprotection of the pages containing the content of that file, increasing the invocation frequency of
the hypercall for page unprotection. The cost in page protection/unprotection hypercalls is about
20–31% of the overall execution time, most of which comes from page unprotection resulting
from file deletion. However, the cost is usually outweighed by journal write elimination and thus
VMA mode still achieves the best performance among the four journaling modes in most of the
cases under this benchmark.

5.2.2. Results under macro benchmarks. This section presents the performance results under the
macro benchmarks: postmark, untar and kernel compile. Figure 9 shows the results of postmark
under one to eight concurrent domains. As shown in the figure, VMA mode achieves the best
performance among the four journaling modes in almost all the cases under this benchmark.
Specifically, it outperforms the journal mode and the metadata journaling modes by up to 42.3
and 24.5%, respectively, under multiple concurrent domains. Owing to the elimination of the
journal writes, VMA mode reduces the write traffic to the storage by about 50% compared to
the journal mode and by about 8% compared to the metadata journaling modes. The cost of page
protection/unprotection contributes 13.3–30.4% of the overall execution time and most of the cost
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Figure 10. Performance of untar under concurrent domains.

Figure 11. Performance of kernel compile under concurrent domains.

comes from page unprotection. According to our measurement, 92% of the page unprotection
overhead results from file deletion in postmark.

Figure 10 shows the results of untar. As shown in the figure, the VMA mode outperforms the
journal mode by up to 41.1%, which is due to the reduction of write traffic to the storage by up to
49%. However, the VMA mode does not result in performance superior to the metadata journaling
modes when there are four or fewer domains. This is because the untar benchmark generates fewer
metadata writes when compared with postmark. In spite of this, VMA journaling ensures data
integrity, and its performance is superior to that of metadata journaling modes when the number of
concurrent domains is larger than 4. Figure 11 shows the results of the kernel compile benchmark.
As expected, all the modes show similar performance since the workload is CPU-bound. The cost
of page protection/unprotection is not noticeable due to the limited number of invocations to the
corresponding hypercall.

5.2.3. Performance vs data loss. As mentioned in Section 3.2, to avoid large performance degra-
dation resulting from synchronous page protection, VMA journaling protects to-be-committed
dirty buffers in batch when committing a transaction. However, this causes not-yet-committed data
updates to be lost if there is a domain crash. As in traditional journaling file systems, the maximum
size of lost data updates is bounded by the MTS, a tunable parameter in a journaling file system. In
VMA journaling, a larger MTS value results in fewer invocations to the page protection hypercall
but may cause more data updates to be lost. In contrast, a smaller MTS value results in losing
fewer data updates but incurs more frequent page protection. Figure 12 shows the performance
of VMA journaling with different values of MTS under postmark and untar. In the experiment,
a single guest domain is used. The results are normalized to that with MTS as 32MB, the default
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Figure 12. Performance of VMA journaling under different values of MTS.

Figure 13. Execution time of the LOG OP MPROTECT operation with different batch sizes.

setting used in this paper. As expected, performance improves with the growth of MTS. As in
traditional journaling file systems, in VMA journaling, the value of MTS can be chosen, when
mounting the file system, by the system administrator according to the tradeoff between system
performance and amount of data loss.

5.2.4. Execution time of VMA journaling hypercall. Since each invocation to the VMA journaling
hypercall (i.e. VM journal()) causes a synchronous trap from the guest domain to the VMM,
understanding the latency of this hypercall helps us to clarify the overhead of VMA journaling.
Among the operations of the VM journal() hypercall, LOG OP MPROTECT has a larger impact
on the system performance since it is invoked much more frequently than the other operations.
Figure 13 shows the time required to protect different sizes of journal data in batch, through the
LOG OP MPROTECT operation, under a single guest domain. Not surprisingly, the time increases
with the growth of the data size. More importantly, the average time to protect a page decreases
with the increase in the batch size, demonstrating the benefit of batch protection. For example,
the time for protecting a single page decreases from 14.2 to 10�s (i.e. a 29.6 % reduction) when
the batch size grows from 4 to 40MB. The time to unprotect journal data is similar to that for
data protection and thus the results are not shown in this paper. The execution times of the other
operations are all less than 20 �s.

5.2.5. Cost of checkpointing. Checkpointing is required to reclaim the space of on-storage or in-
VMM journal area. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the checkpoint procedure checks the transactions
in the journal area, flushes all the corresponding data that have not yet been written to the data
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Figure 14. Cost of checkpointing in the journal mode of ext3.

area (i.e. the dirty buffers belonging to the transactions), and then reclaims the space used by those
transactions until enough space has been reclaimed.

To measure the cost of checkpointing for a given journaling mode, the number of checkpointing
events that occur during the execution of each benchmark under that mode is first recorded.
If the number is not zero, the checkpointing cost is obtained by measuring the performance
difference between that mode under a default-sized journal area and a large-sized journal area. The
performance difference (i.e. the difference in the benchmark execution time) is then normalized to
the benchmark execution time of that mode under the default-sized journal area. The size of the
large-sized journal area is selected so that checkpointing never occurs under that size.

According to our results, checkpointing occurs only in the journal mode because all the metadata
and data updates are stored in the journal area in that mode. Figure 14 shows the checkpointing
cost of the journal mode under eight concurrent domains, with 128MB default-sized journal area
and 1GB large-sized journal area. It can be seen that the average cost ranges from 1 to 6.2%.
Although VMA journaling also logs all the metadata and data updates, only the journal information
(i.e. the metadata for locating the journal data) is stored in the in-VMM journal area, consuming
little memory space and thus never triggering checkpointing in the experiments.

5.2.6. Results on non-empty virtual disks. In this section, we show the performance of VMA
journaling on aged and non-empty virtual disks. Before the execution of each benchmark, the
layout of the virtual disk is initialized by Impressions, a framework for generating realistic file
system images [36]. The disk space utilization is set as 77%, so that the utilization can be larger
than 80% during the execution of each benchmark. Moreover, the parameter layout score is set as
0.1, so that on average only 10% of the blocks in a file are adjacent, to reflect a fragmented file
system.

Figure 15 shows the performance of postmark and untar on empty and non-empty virtual
disks, respectively. In the experiment, eight concurrent domains are run. As indicated by the
figure, although performance on non-empty disks degrades for all the journaling modes due to file
fragmentation, the performance differences among the modes are similar in empty and non-empty
disks, showing that the effectiveness of VMA journaling remains on non-empty disks. The results
of the other benchmarks are not shown since aging the disk has little performance impact under
those benchmarks.

5.2.7. VMA journaling vs RAM disk-based journaling. As mentioned in Section 3.1, an alternative
way to eliminate journal writes is to move the journal area from the storage to the guest domain
memory. Figure 16 shows the performance comparison among traditional (i.e. magnetic disk-based)
journaling, VMA journaling and RAM disk-based journaling. The latter is the same as traditional
journaling of ext3 except that a 40MB RAM disk is reserved from the guest domain memory as the
journal area. Eight concurrent domains are used in this experiment. From the figure, writing journal
data to a RAM disk results in worse performance than VMA journaling under all the benchmarks.
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Figure 15. Performance of postmark and untar on empty and non-empty virtual disks.

Figure 16. Performance comparison among VMA journaling, traditional (magnetic
disk based) journaling and RAM disk-based journaling.

Table III. Recovery time and IO traffic during recovery.

Writeback
mode Ordered mode Journal mode VMA mode

Postmark Recovery time (s) 0.28±0.09 0.27±0.06 5.39±1.34 2.93±0.86
IO traffic during recovery (MB) 9.3±2.2 9.1±1.6 132.2±30.8 69.6±18.4

Untar Recovery time (s) 0.33±0.05 0.33±0.09 5.91±1.8 3.49±1.04
IO traffic during recovery (MB) 12.9±1.8 12.9±2.2 130.8±31.2 68.8±18.5

Kernel compile Recovery time (s) 0.44±0.05 0.46±0.04 1.1±0.22 0.69±0.19
IO traffic during recovery (MB) 16.5±1.5 16.5±1.8 33.6±7.6 24.3±3.7

Furthermore, it even has worse performance than traditional journaling under rnd write, postmark
and kernel compile. This is mainly because a significant portion of the domain memory has to be
reserved for the journal area, causing memory pressure of the domain more frequently.

5.3. Recovery time

This section evaluates the performance of file system recovery under different journaling modes.
We reset a guest domain running the postmark, untar or kernel compile benchmark when the
benchmark has run for half of its execution time. Table III presents the recovery time as well as
the amount of I/O traffic during the recovery procedure under each mode. Standard deviations are
also shown in the table. The table shows that full data journaling modes have a longer recovery
time than metadata journaling modes. This is because the former has to replay the committed
data updates, resulting in more I/O traffic during the recovery. When compared with the journal
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Figure 17. In-VMM memory overhead of VMA journaling.

mode, less I/O traffic is required in the VMA mode during the recovery. The is because the
former scans the on-storage journal area for replaying the committed metadata and data updates,
whereas the latter only flushes the dirty and protected buffer pages (i.e. the committed metadata
and data updates that have not been flushed) to the storage. As shown in the table, this allows
the VMA mode to reduce the recovery time by 45.6, 40.9 and 37.3% under postmark, untar and
kernel compile, respectively.

5.4. Memory overhead

Figure 17 shows the in-VMM memory overhead (i.e. the journal area size) of VMA journaling
measured during the execution of a single domain. As shown in the figure, the memory overhead
is less than 200 kB, demonstrating that the overhead is not significant. The rising edges in the
figure correspond to batch protection while the falling edges correspond to batch unprotection.
Many edges are steep, indicating that a large number of buffer pages can be protected/unprotected
in batch. An exception occurs in the results of the file delete benchmark, in which the size of
the journal information drops slowly, meaning that only a small number of buffer pages can be
unprotected in each page unprotection hypercall. As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, this is due to
immediate buffer unprotection triggered by file deletion. Note that, under the file delete benchmark,
the size of journal information is not zero at time 0. This is because only the results of the file
deletion stage, which follows the file creation stage, are shown. According to our measurement, up
to 8192 and 8577 pages are protected and unprotected, respectively, in a single hypercall during
the execution of the benchmarks. The frequencies for batch protection and unprotection are 0.2 to
1.2 and 3.8 to 891.9 times per second, respectively, under the benchmarks.

Next, the memory overhead in the guest domain, that is, the size of the extra memory resulting
from COW, is measured. Note that COW increases the memory usage and could result in more
frequent buffer replacement when the increased memory usage leads to memory pressure. Figure 18
shows the sizes of COW memory during the execution of a single domain running postmark. Since
postmark is dominated by metadata writes, a large volume of protected metadata is duplicated to
perform further file operations. As shown in the figure, the maximum overhead is about 10.3MB.
Note that, the COW overhead drops periodically since COW memory generated in a transaction
will be reclaimed during the commit of that transaction. Moreover, the other benchmarks in this
paper show negligible overhead (i.e. less than 100 kB in untar and less than 20 kB in the three
micro benchmarks). The insignificant memory overhead would not lead to noticeable increase in
the frequency of buffer replacement.

5.5. Data integrity

This section compares the journaling modes according to the level of data integrity. To achieve
this, we execute a workload of updating records in a database file, crash the domain during the
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Figure 18. Memory overhead of copy-on-write in VMA journaling (postmark).

Figure 19. Ratios of data corruption.

execution of the workload and then check the integrity of the records after the file system recovery.
Each record update is implemented by a write() system call, and an injected fault is triggered to
crash the domain when 4MB of data have been submitted to the I/O subsystems of that domain.
Since a record may consist of multiple disk blocks, it could become corrupted if it is updated
partially (i.e. some blocks contain new data while the other blocks contain old data). After the
recovery, all the records are verified to check if there are corrupted records.

Figure 19 shows the results. The X -axis represents the record sizes. For each combination of
record size and journaling mode, 120 iterations of the above experiment are performed and the
ratios of the number of iterations with corrupted record(s) to the total number of iterations (i.e. 120)
are shown (in the Y -axis). A single guest domain is used. From the figure, data integrity is ensured
in journal and VMA modes. This is due to the logging of data updates under these two modes. For
the writeback and ordered modes, which do not log data updates, the possibility of data corruption
increases with the growth of the record size since partial updates of records occur more frequently
under large records.

5.6. Code sizes

Table IV shows the code and data sizes of the Xen VMM and the ext3 file system, respectively,
before and after the implementation of VMA journaling. The sizes of the recovery thread are
also shown. From the table, the current implementation causes only small increases in the code
and data sizes. Specifically, it increases the code and data sizes of the VMM by 7.2 and 0.1 kB,
respectively, and it adds 4.2 and 0.7 kB to the code and data of ext3, respectively. The code of the
recovery thread (in the system management domain) is 3.0 kB while the data size is only 0.7 kB.
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Table IV. Sizes of code and data before/after implementing VMA journaling.

VMM ext3 Recovery thread

Before code After Before code After Before After
mod. code mod. mod. code mod. code mod. code mod.

Code sizes (kB) 241.4 248.6 29.5 33.7 N/A 3.0
Data sizes (kB) 19.4 19.5 7.3 8.0 N/A 0.7

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Reliability of hardware and virtual machine monitors

Although VMA journaling ensures data integrity and shows superior performance to full data
journaling mode, it is not intended to replace the traditional journaling approaches in all kinds of
virtualization environments. As mentioned before, VMA journaling is based on the assumptions
that hardware errors do not lead to loss of critical data and sudden VMM crashes do not occur.
The former assumption is similar to the one made in traditional journaling file systems that no
faults in the storage subsystem lead to data loss [12]. Hardware subsystems are usually reliable
in server platforms due to numerous techniques, such as redundant power, memory mirroring and
RAID. For example, the annual failure rate of a disk drive is about 1.7–8.6% according to the
previous study [37]. For drives with average annual failure rate of 4%, the probability of data loss
is 0.16% for a 5-drive RAID 5 disk array. The probability can be even lower if RAID 10 is used.
For another example, the average failure rate of a DIMM (Dual In-line Memory Module) is about
0.22% per year [17]. With memory mirroring, which is common in server platforms, the failure
rate of a DIMM pair can be reduced to 0.0044% (i.e. 0.22%×0.22%). For a server machine with
four pairs of DIMMs, the probability of data loss is about 0.017%. This probability can be reduced
further by using stronger ECC to recover more error bits or by utilizing proactive approaches to
avoid data loss from DIMM failures (e.g. migrating critical data out of a DIMM when frequent
correctable errors occur on that DIMM). The latter assumption is supported by the low complexity
of VMMs. As mentioned in the Introduction, a micro-kernel seL4 [29], which can be used directly
as a VMM, has been proved functionally correct, meaning that the kernel/VMM never crashes,
falls into unknown states or performs unsafe operations. Therefore, bug-free VMMs are currently
technically feasible [31]. Moreover, most VMM vendors are currently making efforts on improving
the reliability of their VMM implementations.

Owing to these assumptions, VMA journaling targets at server platforms with reliable VMM
and hardware subsystems and aims to ensure file system consistency and data integrity in the
case of virtual machine crashes. Note that, VMA journaling is not the only work that assumes
memory to be reliable. Previous studies have already demonstrated that memory can serve as
reliable storage [33, 38–40], provided that fault tolerant techniques are used. These techniques are
common in today’s servers. Nevertheless, since the assumptions made by VMA journaling are
stronger than that made by traditional journaling file systems, VMA journaling is not intended
to replace the traditional journaling approaches in all kinds of virtualization environments. For
example, traditional journaling modes may be preferable in a desktop platform without UPS since
VMA journaling cannot ensure file system consistency and data integrity upon sudden power
outage.

6.2. Applying VMA journaling to file systems with metadata journaling

VMA journaling ensures file system consistency and data integrity since it is implemented by
applying the proposed approach mentioned in Sections 3 and 4 to the full data journaling mode
(i.e. the journal mode) of ext3. With reduced journaling overhead in the proposed approach, full
data journaling, which ensures data integrity, becomes less expensive and thus is used in VMA
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journaling. However, the proposed approach is not limited to be applied to file systems with full
data journaling.

The major difference between full data journaling and metadata journaling is that the former
groups updates of both data and metadata, whereas the latter groups metadata updates only. The
proposed approach can be applied to a metadata journaling file system or a full data journaling one
since it does not implement the code of grouping file system updates itself. Instead, as mentioned
in Section 4.3, it reuses the code of the original journaling file system to group the updates.
Therefore, the proposed approach can also be applied to a metadata journaling file system. In that
case, only metadata updates are grouped and thus data integrity cannot be ensured.

From Sections 3 and 4, applying the proposed approach to an existing journaling file system
(either full data journaling or metadata journaling) mainly involves replacing the original code of
handling journal area with invocations of the proposed journaling interface (i.e. the VM journal()
hypercall). Specifically, the following modifications are required. First, code for managing
journal area during file system mount/unmount needs to be replaced with the invocations to the
LOG OP INIT and LOG OP CLEANUP operations. Second, code of committing journal data
(i.e. metadata and/or data updates) to the disk storage needs to be replaced with the invocations
to the LOG OP MPROTECT operation to protect the journal data in batch and to unprotect the
ODP buffers. Third, when a buffer is going to be reclaimed by the (guest) operating system,
the function reclaim journal data() shown in Figure 3 needs to be invoked, which contains the
invocation to the LOG OP MPROTECT operation of the hypercall for batch unprotection. Note
that a journaling file system usually registers a callback function to be invoked when a buffer
is going to be reclaimed so as to clean up the corresponding journaling-related information
associated with the buffer. The function reclaim journal data() can simply be invoked in the
callback function. Fourth, as mentioned in Section 4.2, COW is needed to handle writes to the
protected buffers.

From the above description, applying the proposed approach to an existing journaling file system
mainly involves replacing the original code of handling journal area with invocations of the above
operations of the proposed journaling interface, which is also applicable to file systems with
metadata journaling.

7. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly describe the related work, which can be divided into three categories:
file system consistency and data integrity, NVRAM-based file and storage systems and VMA file
systems.

7.1. File system consistency and data integrity

File system consistency and data integrity are critical issues for file system design. Although file
system consistency can be ensured by ordered and synchronous writes, most file systems do not
adopt this approach for performance consideration. On the other hand, a traditional file system that
uses asynchronous writes (e.g. FFS with O ASYNC option and ext2) needs to perform a whole
file system check (fsck) after a system crash to bring the file system back to a consistent state,
which requires a long time for file systems that manage large disk volumes.

Several approaches have been proposed to ensure file system consistency, such as journaling
file systems [41], soft update [42], WAFL(Write Anywhere File Layout)-like file systems [43]
and log-structured file systems [44]. Below, we briefly introduce these approaches except for the
journaling file systems, which have been described in Section 2.

Soft update tracks metadata dependency to guarantee in-order update to the storage. Instead
of achieving the guarantee by synchronous writes, it uses asynchronous writes and removes the
dependency to the in-memory blocks when a block is going to be flushed. Specifically, in the
to-be-flushed block, all the pointers that refer to the in-memory blocks are rolled back to their prior
states in order to maintain consistency. The pointers are then rolled forward when the block has
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been completely written to the storage. For example, assume that a directory block is originally
in state S and a file creation operation changes the directory block to state S ′ by associating the
inode of the newly created file to the directory block. If the directory block needs to be flushed
before the new inode, its state is rolled back from S ′ to S to avoid inconsistency. The state can
be rolled forward to S′ after the flush is completed. Such roll back/forward operations could lead
to additional flushes for the same block. Moreover, maintaining dependency information requires
extra memory and CPU resources.

WAFL-like file systems guarantee file system consistency by periodically taking file system
snapshots (i.e. consistent file system states). They adopt the non-in-place update approach on
storage blocks, that is, a block update is written to a new location on the storage and then reflected
recursively up to the root of the file system tree. In a WAFL-like file system, a snapshot can be
taken simply by duplicating the root inode. After the duplication, the old root inode corresponds to
the snapshot while the new one corresponds to the current file system whose state can be changed
by further file system operations. After the system crash, the latest snapshot can be used to bring
the file system back to the consistent state.

The log-structured file system (LFS) regards the storage as a log and appends all the file system
updates to the end of the log. The space occupied by the stale data (i.e. the garbage) is reclaimed
later by a cleaner process. LFS keeps vital metadata information (e.g. inode map and segment
usage table) in memory and writes the information to the log during the periodic checkpointing. In
case of a system crash, the in-memory metadata can be recovered according to the last checkpoint
and the following log information. Since file system updates are realized by sequential writes,
LFS has excellent write performance. The main overhead of LFS is the cleaning process, which
maintains enough free space in the log. Although some approaches have been proposed to reduce
the cleaning overhead [45, 46], their effectiveness depends on the workload [47].

Note that not all of these approaches guarantee data integrity, which requires atomic data and
metadata update of a file operation. Specifically, traditional asynchronous-write based file systems,
soft update and metadata journaling cannot ensure data integrity since they do not track data
updates. In contrast, full data journaling, WAFL-like file systems and LFS record new data and
metadata updates before applying the updates and thus ensure data integrity.

VMA journaling aims at improving the performance of journaling file systems in virtualization
environment by eliminating their main overhead (i.e. journal writes). VMA journaling supports full
data journaling and hence guarantees both file system consistency and data integrity. Moreover,
the proposed journaling interface allows VMA journaling to be applied to existing journaling file
systems without much effort.

7.2. File/storage systems based on non-volatile memory

To prevent loss of journal data, VMA journaling retains the memory of a guest domain during
the crash of that domain. This is similar to systems that store critical information in non-volatile
memory to prevent the information from being lost. In this section, we describe the efforts that
utilize non-volatile memory to improve the reliability or performance of file or storage systems.
Previous studies such as Phoenix [48] and RIO use memory protection on battery powered memory
in order to improve file system reliability. In Phoenix, two time-stamped versions of file systems,
write-protected and writable versions, are maintained in memory. The former is consistent and
evolves to the latter via COW. Periodic checkpointing is used to ensure file system consistency.
Specifically, the writable version becomes protected and consistent after each checkpoint. In
contrast to Phoenix, which is an in-memory file system, VMA journaling is a journal approach that
improves the performance of on-storage journaling file systems in virtualization environments.

RIO aims at making memory as safe as disk. By maintaining a file system cache in a battery
powered memory, RIO eliminates periodic dirty data flushes and sync-induced writes, thereby
improving the file system performance. VMA journaling differs from RIO in two aspects. First, RIO
employs synchronous page-level write protection and checksum to prevent unauthorized memory
modifications, whereas VMA journaling protects buffer pages asynchronously at each journal
commit. Such a difference leads to better performance with the cost of losing some data updates
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in VMA journaling. Specifically, RIO requires each authorized page update to be preceded by
page unprotection and followed by page protection. According to previous studies [49, 50], such
frequent page unprotection/protection degrades the file system performance dramatically in I/O-
intensive workloads. With asynchronous page protection, VMA journaling reduces the performance
degradation with the cost of losing the completed but not yet committed file operations upon
domain crashes. Since traditional journaling file systems also lose such data, the cost is considered
as acceptable with the evidence of wide application of journaling file systems. Second, RIO cannot
ensure data integrity since it might restore the buffers belonging to incomplete file operations. RIO
restores all the buffers without considering whether a buffer belongs to a complete file operation,
which could thus lead to file data corruption. Corrupting curial configuration files such as /etc/fstab
might cause the crash of the rebooted operating system. Although a user-level library called RIO
Vista [51] has been proposed to provide atomic update to memory mapped file on RIO memory,
it is suitable only for applications that use memory mapped files, and it requires the applications
to be modified to use the Vista interface. Moreover, additional writes to an on-storage redo log
are still required. In contrast, VMA journaling provides atomic file operation that guarantees data
integrity to existing applications while eliminating the additional log writes.

In addition to the above differences, VMA journaling achieves less IO traffic during the recovery
when compared with RIO-based systems. During a system crash, RIO dumps all the memory
content to the swap storage to save the protected buffers. After the reboot, the saved data are
analysed to bring the buffers back to the memory. By contrast, VMA journaling only writes the
dirty buffers belonging to committed file operations to the storage. As shown in Table III, in a
domain with 128MB of memory, VMA journaling flushes about 70MB of memory in the recovery
procedure even in a heavily loaded condition, a 45% reduction on the amount of I/O traffic when
compared with RIO, which flushes all the domain memory (i.e. 128MB) to the swap storage.

In addition to file system reliability, non-volatile memory has also been used to improve the
file system performance. In addition to RIO, which is described above, Baker et al. [52] also
take advantage of non-volatile memory as file caches to improve the I/O performance. The eNVy
[53] storage system uses battery-backed SRAM to improve the performance of flash storage.
HeRMES [54], Conquest [40], MRAMFS [55] and Kim et al. [56] maintain file system metadata
in non-volatile RAM to reduce random accesses to the disks.

7.3. VMA file systems

In the recent years, several VMA file systems, such as VMFS [57], XenFS [58] and Ventana [59],
have been proposed. All of them focus on the sharing and management of virtual disks. VMFS is
a cluster file system optimized for accesses to large-size virtual disks. It allows a set of storages to
be shared by multiple virtual machines via iSCSI or fibre channel links. Ventana is a distributed
file system that provides fine-grained versioning and secured sharing on a set of file trees for
virtual machines. XenFS allows multiple virtual machines to share the cache of virtual disks so as
to reduce the accesses to the virtual disks. COW is used when a virtual machine issues a write to
the shared copy. In contrast to those file systems that mainly focus on virtual disk sharing, VMA
journaling aims at improving the performance of journaling file systems in a virtual machine.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a virtual machine aware journaling approach called VMA journaling is proposed
to eliminate journal writes and hence to improve the performance of journaling file systems
in server virtualization environments. Based on reliable hardware subsystems and VMM, VMA
journaling ensures file system consistency as well as data integrity upon virtual machine crashes.
The journal writes are eliminated by placing the journal area in the VMM memory rather than on
the storage. Moreover, in contrast to traditional journaling approaches that write the journal data
to the journal area, only the metadata (i.e. the journal information) is written to the journal area in
VMA journaling. This leads to the very small size of the journal area even in the case of full data
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journaling, and in turn causes the checkpoint procedure to be rarely triggered in VMA journaling.
Page protection is used to prevent wild writes in the guest domains from corrupting the journal
data, and batch protection/unprotection is adopted to minimize the protection overhead. Upon a
system crash, a recovery thread locates the journal data with the support of the VMM and writes
the data back to the data storage so as to recover the file system state.

VMA journaling is implemented in Linux ext3 running on the Xen VMM and the performance
is evaluated via three micro- and three macro-benchmarks. Performance results show that VMA
journaling achieves a performance improvement of up to 50.9% over the full data journaling
approach of ext3. Under metadata-write dominated workloads, its performance could be superior
even to the metadata journaling approaches of ext3, which do not guarantee data integrity. Moreover,
the recovery time is less than the full data journaling approach of ext3 since VMA journaling
does not need to scan the on-storage journal area for replaying the committed metadata and data
updates. Finally, the memory overhead is not significant.
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